
Addition to thermalbath policy 

Persons arriving as companions are also obliged to buy tickets at the box office. 

The entrance ticket is only valid on the day of the change and entitles you to a single entry, the spa is 

open during. After leaving the spa, you have to buy entrance ticket again. Passes entitle you to entry 

according to the type of pass. In the case of a pass, re-entry a depending on the type of pass. 

In some cases, the manager on duty of the spa can make an exception (e.g.: people with reduced 

mobility, pregnant mothers, those arriving with strollers, groups, pass holders). Issued tickets are non-

refundable. 

Bicycles placed within the spa area must be stored in the designated area and secure with mechanical 

protection (padlock, lock). Bicycles can also be found in front of the spa building to store, it's free of 

charge. For bicycles stored both in the spa area and in front of the spa building a spa assumes no 

responsibility. 

Do not drive while running, use slippers in the entire area of the spa. The spa is not responsible for 

the eventual disappearance of the slippers. 

It is forbidden to make noise (e.g. radio and similar devices to disturb the peace of others using it in a 

suitable way), immoral behavior, improper behavior a disturb the tranquility of bathers. 

It is forbidden to set fires, use firecrackers or other devices that cause alarm in the spa area. 

It is forbidden to occupy the stairwells of the pools, the equipment and facilities of the spa to use 

against. It is forbidden to bring a vehicle into the spa area without a permit. 

Lipóti Termálfürdő Kft. can suspend the services, or a part of them, in case of emergency or 

malfunction or weather conditions. Lipóti Termálfürdő Kft. will not refund the service fee if a service 

has already been used. Instructions to leave the pools are given over loudspeakers, or by the 

swimming instructors at the pools they give Until the end of the dangerous period, spa guests must 

stay in a covered area inside the building to stay. After the danger has passed, the pools can be used 

again after a loudspeaker or verbal announcement. 

In the event of an accident, the provision of data is mandatory for recording the report. 

Please return found items to the cashier desk. If the object found is legitimate the owner applies, the 

receipt must be presented and signed with his identity card prove it. Found items can be collected at 

the cashier desk. If the person authorized to receive it is not can be determined, the operator will 

keep the found object for three months from the date of handover Ptk. (Act V of 2013). 

Any extraordinary event - personal injury, fire, dangerous device or object presence - please inform 

the staff or the security service, who will take action they are entitled and obliged. 

 

 


